
 
 
 

Create Brilliance and Prosper! 
Discover, refine and polish the facets of your unique gifts!! 

 

      
 
 
 
 

August 19th  1-4:30pm 
$35 if pre-registered by August 14th- $45 after that 

 
 

Each of us brings uniqueness to our lives. When we can honor that, having our 
individuality be attractive and exceptional, we become an important asset and 

blessing to our environments. Through a steady Kundalini Yoga practice, we can drop 
our self-doubt and further discover, refine and develop our unique gifts. We can 

empower ourselves and enable a pathway to bring forth exceptional things, to prosper 
ourselves and all close to us. 

 

Yogi Bhajan, who brought this sacred science to the world at large, said “ it takes 
pressure to make the diamond “. We’ll apply a bit of that pressure by doing a specific 
yoga set and meditations for creativity. These will help you identify and recall what 

people have told you, you are wonderful at, where you know you excel and have 
capabilities. We’ll also sit in small groups and discuss the possibilities that will help 

you discern which elements of your gifts may be most feasible to develop into 
something that will start (or continue) your abundance cycle!  

 

Jot Singh Khalsa has practiced and taught Kundalini Yoga and meditation for 45 years, and is 

profoundly grateful to have studied directly with and be personally guided by Yogi Bhajan for over 

30 years. He is a world-class award winning artist/craftsman and designer whose work has been 

featured on book covers, magazine covers, in museum exhibitions and in print media published in 

nine languages. He shares life experiences born of deep commitment to his personal sadhana (yoga 

and meditation practice), his Dharma (serving as a Sikh Dharma minister, Khalsa Council member and 

Solstice kitchen manager for over 30 years), his marriage, his business and its legacy, and the martial 

arts. His new Kundalini Research Institute approved book called The Essential Element, goes into 

great depth on Yogi Bhajans core teaching, morning sadhana, and is now available online as an 

ebook in the iBook store and on Amazon or at the Yoga Center office here in physical book form.  

  

Original works of his can be viewed and purchased through: www.TheKhalsaRaj.com and 

www.KhalsaKirpans.com 

 

 
 

http://www.thekhalsaraj.com/
http://www.khalsakirpans.com/

